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The

6.7
Magnitude
Earthquake of

Northridge,
17
January

California,
1994

Scientists of the U.S. Geological Survey and the Southern CaliforniaEarthquakeCenter
The most costly American earthquake since 1906 struck Los Angeles on 17 January 1994. The magnitude 6.7 Northridge earthquake
resulted from more than 3 meters of reverse slip on a 15-kilometer-long south-dipping thrust fault that raised the Santa Susana mountains
by as much as 70 centimeters. The fault appears to be truncated by the fault that broke in the 1971 San Fernando earthquake at a depth
of 8 kilometers. Of these two events, the Northridge earthquake caused many times more damage, primarilybecause its causative fault
is directly under the city. Many types of structures were damaged, but the fracture of welds in steel-frame buildings was the greatest
surprise. The Northridge earthquake emphasizes the hazard posed to Los Angeles by concealed thrust faults and the potential for strong
ground shaking in moderate earthquakes.

On 17 January1994, at 4:30 a.m. Pacific lost in longer commutes,and as even un- structural damage observed, and discuss
standardtime (12:30 UT), the first earth- damagedresidentialbuildingslose renters the implications of this event for earthquakesince 1933 to strikedirectlyunderan in the epicentralregion. In the midst of quake hazardassessmentand mitigation.
urbanarea of the United States occurred these losses, the gains made through the
in a northern suburbof Los Angeles, Cal- earthquakehazardmitigationeffortsof the
Tectonic Setting
ifomia. This magnitude (Mw) 6.7 (1)
past two decadeswere obvious.Retrofitsof
earthquakeresulted from thrust faulting masonrybuildingshelped reduce the loss The causativefaultof the Northridgeearthon a fault dipping down to the south- of life, hospitals suffered less structural quakeis partof a broadsystemof thrustfaults
southwest beneath the northem San Fer- damage than in the 1971 San Fernando that resultfromthe 160-kmleft step in the
nando Valley (Figs. 1 and 2). It produced earthquake,and the emergency response Pacific-NorthAmericanplate boundaryat
the strongestgroundmotions ever instru- was exemplary. The Northridge earth- the Big Bendof the San Andreasfault (Fig.
mentally recordedin an urban setting in
motionof the Pacific
quake proved that preparingfor earth- 2). The northwestward
North America and the greatestfinancial quakescan greatlyreducethe damagethey plate along the San Andreasfault requires
lossesfroma naturaldisasterin the United
do. In this article,we examine the geolog- compressionof the crustaroundthis easterly
States since 1906. Although the
ic setting and the shaking and ground bend (4). More than 10 mm/yearof this
Northridgeearthquakewas the same size deformationproducedby the Northridge compressionis accommodatedon east-strikas the nearby 1971 San Femando earth- event, analyze how they relate to the
ing thrustfaultsand foldsof the Transverse
quake (Mw 6.7) (Figs. 1 and 2), it was
much more damaging,in part because of
120?
118
117
its location directly beneath the San Fer- 35~
A" ,
nando Valley and its closer proximity to
communitiesin the Los Angeles basin.
The Northridge earthquakedisrupted
the lives and livelihoods of many of the
residentsof southernCalifornia.Casualties
included33 dead as a direct result of the
earthquake,morethan 7000 injuriestreated
at hospitals,and over 20,000 homeless(2).
Financiallosseshave been estimatedat $13
billion to $20 billion (3). Sections of three
majorfreewayswere closed, including the
Sant
Bernardino
busiesthighwayin the country, Interstate
10. The lossescontinueto growas damaged
Angeles
businessdistrictslose customers,as time is
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Fig. 1. Digitalshaded reliefmap of southernCaliforniatopographyproducedfrom UnitedStates
GeologicalSurvey(USGS)topographicdatafiles,showingfaultsand M ?: 5.0 earthquakessince 1932.
Theearthquakesareshownby lowerhemispherefocalmechanismswithsize proportional
to magnitude,
and compressionalquadrantsareshaded ifthe mechanismis knownand indicatedby open circlesifitis
not known.The mechanismof the 1994 Northridgeearthquakeis shown in red, and an outlineof its
aftershockzone is inyellow.SS, SantaSusana;SF, San Femando.
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Rangesand the Los Angeles basin that we
refer to as the Big Bend Compressional
Zone. The zone includes many north-dipping and south-dippingsubparallelfaults,
only some of which come to the surface
(5). The interaction of these faults is not
yet well understood,but no one fault dominates the deformation.
The 1994 Northridge earthquakeoccurredat the intersectionof severalmapped
faults(Fig. 2) and south of the westem end
of the longest exposed thrust fault in the
Big Bend CompressionalZone, the Cucamonga-SierraMadrefault.This faultdips
north under the San Gabriel Mountains,
the steepestmountainsof the belt (Figs. 1
and 2), slipsat 3 mm/year(6), andproduced
the 1971 San Femando earthquake(7).
Fifteen kilometers west of the causative
fault of the Northridgemainshock,the SierraMadrefault systemsplits into two surficial faults, the north-dippingSan Cayetano fault and the south-dippingOak
Ridge fault (8). The Ventura basin, the
world'sthickest section of Pleistocenesediments and one of the fastest-deforming

*60LX

partsof Califomia,closing at 7 to 10 mm/
year (9, 10), lies between these two faults.
The causativefaultof the Northridgeearthquake does not extend to the surfaceand
was not mappedbeforethe event.
The dense systemof exposed and concealedthrustfaultsalongthe northemflank
of the LosAngelesbasin,coupledwith high
geodeticratesof compression,implythat the
northemLosAngelesregionfacesone of the
greatestseismichazardsin southemCalifornia ( 11). A reportin revisionat the time of
the Northridgeearthquakeput the northem
San FemandoValleyin the top one-sixthof
the areasin southemCalifomiain termsof
seismicpotential(12). This systemof faults
underliesthe heavilyurbanizedsedimentary
basins,so that althougheach fault in this
zone moves more slowly and in smaller
earthquakesthan is expectedof the strikeslip events on the San Andreas fault, in
aggregate,the seismicrisk (13) from these
faultsmaybe greater.
Since 1920, 18 moderate(M 4.8 to 6.7)
sequences have ocmainshock-aftershock
curredin the greaterLosAngeles area(Fig.

\ .1983,M.6.3

\

360

1) in two temporaland spatialclusters.The
firstwasfrom1920 to 1942 alongthe southem Los Angelesbasin,whereasthe second,
from 1970 to the present, is concentrated
along the northemedge of the LosAngeles
basin(14) andinvolvesboth concealed(15)
and exposedthrustfaults as well as strikeslip faultsin the CompressionalZone. The
1971 San Fernandoearthquake(Mw 6.7)
(16) was located just northeast of the
Northridge earthquake,also on a westnorthwest-striking
plane but dippingdown
to the north, as part of the SierraMadre
system that raisesthe San Gabrielmountains (Figs. 1 and 2). That earthquake(17,
18) is thoughtto have been boundedon the
left-lateraltear
west by a northeast-striking
fault,called the "Chatsworthtrend."Other
moderateearthquakesin the most recent
temporalclusteroccurredon the SierraMadre (19), ElysianPark(20), and Raymond
faultsystems(21). The northernflankof the
Los Angeles basinhas also sustaineda high
in the
degreeof backgroundmicroseismicity
past decade (22). Focalmechanismsin the
immediate vicinity of Northridge show
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faultruptureis showninred.Largearrowsindicatethe sense andmagnitudeof platemotion.Some faultnamesareabbreviatedas follows:ADF,AnacapaDume
fault;BAF,Banningfault;OF,Cucamongafault;MOF,MissionCreekfault;ORF,OakRidgefault;PVF,PalosVerdesfault;RHF,RaymondHillfault;SDT,San
DiegoTrough-Soledadfault;SFF,San Fernandofault;SMF,SantaMonicafault;SRF,SierraMadrefault;SSF, SantaSusanafault;andSOF,San Cayetanofault.
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in the north-dippingSan
thrustearthquakes
Fernandorupturezone, in its westwardextension,andnearthe Northridgemainshock
fault plane. Strike-slip events continued
alongthe Chatsworthtrend(23) duringthis
period.

surfaceof the earth.The 1971San Fernando
earthquakeoccurredon a fault parallelto
the Northridgefaultbut dippingin the opposite direction, down to the north. The
1994 fault dips up to the north towardthe
1971 plane (Fig.3).
Models of both body wave and surface
wave datagive a seismicmomentof (1.2 ?
The EarthquakeSource
0.2) x 1019N-m, and all the geodeticmodMainshocksourceparameters.The North- els suggestsimilarmoments.All these modridgeearthquakeoriginatedat 340 12.53'N, els imply that the slip was greaterthan is
1180 32.44'W, about30 km west-northwest normallyseen for thrustfaults with a rupof downtownLosAngelesat a focaldepthof
turesurfaceof less than 250 km2(24). The
19 km. The first motion focal mechanism maximum slip in the Northridge earthshowed almost pure thrust motion on a quake exceeded 3 m and was 5 to 10 km
plane strikingN70?W to N80?W and dip- northwest and updip of the hypocenter.
ping 350 to 450 to the south-southwest(Fig. The passageof the rupturefront through
1). Models of long-periodwaveformsand this regionof high slip produceda distinct
geodeticoffsetssuggestsimilarfaultorienta- pulse of energyabout 2 s after the startof
tions, althoughseveralof the longerperiod the earthquake,leading to early media resolutionsyield a morenortherlystrike.The ports that the Northridgeearthquakewas
earthquakebeganat the southeastemcomer actuallytwo events. Becausethe amountof
of this plane and rupturedup to the north- slip, and thus the seismic moment release,
west for about 15 km. This pattem suggests was largefor the size of the fault, and bethat rupture began on a plane striking causethe durationof the event dependson
N75?W and bent to the north as it propa- the size of the fault,the seismicmomentof
gatedto the west.We have no teleseismicor the earthquakewas released in a shorter
time than is usualfor an event of this size.
geodeticevidence of slip above a depth of
Foreshocks.
The Northridgeearthquake
about 8 km. Shakingfrom the earthquake
might have been more severe in a limited had no immediateforeshocks.The afterarea if the rupturehad come closer to the shockzoneaveraged22 eventsperyearfrom
Fig. 3. (A) Map of 1500
epicenters of the 1994
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1981 to 1993 that wereaboveM 1.7, which
is typicalof the dispersedbackgroundseismicity in the Los Angeles region.Ten days
before the event, a swarmof small earthquakes (includingfour M 3.0 to 3.7) occuffed along the coast west of Los Angeles.
The alignment of the epicenterssuggests
that they were on a shallowsouth-dipping
fault, parallelto the Northridgefault but
offset at least 25 km to the south. Because
theyoccurredon a separatefault,andM 2 3
events occur in the Los Angeles basin 5 to
10 timeseach year,we see no directrelation
between these events and the Northridge
earthquake.
3000 aftershocksof M > 1.5
Aftershocks.
were recordedin the first 3 weeks of the
sequence(Fig.3) (25) in threeclusters.One
cluster,associatedwith the mainshockrupture, extends about 15 km west-northwest
fromthe mainshockepicenterand about 15
km to the north-northeast.It definesa 350
to 450 dippingplanefroma depthof 19 km
to about8 km (Fig.3), the southemhalf of
which is under the San FemandoValley.
The largest(M 5.9) aftershockoccurred1
min afterthe mainshock,along the eastern
edge of the dippingplane.A secondcluster
of shalloweraftershocksabove the dipping
planeapparentlyreflectsdiffusedeformation
of the overlyinganticline.A thirdcluster,a
10-km-longgroupin the northwestcornerof
the aftershockzone, has an approximately
verticaldistributionbeneaththe Santa SusanaMountains,appearingto be on secondaryfaultsthat did not rupturein the mainshock.This clusterincludesthe secondlargest aftershock(M 5.6), which occurred11
hoursafterthe mainshockat a depth of 11
focal mechanism
km, with a thrust-faulting
similarto that of the mainshock.This zone,
includingall aftershocksnorthwestof the M
5.6 aftershock,developedonly after the M
5.6 event occurred.The full extent of the
aftershockzone was definedby the 500 aftershocksin the first 24 hours of activity
(26), and the 6300 aftershocksof the subsequent 6 months (18 Januaryto 16 July)
occurredwithin the sameregion.
Althoughthe Chatsworthtrendbounded
the 1971 aftershockzone to the west (17),
we do not see a similarstructurein the 1994
aftershocks.Rather, the probable 1994
mainshockruptureplane extends about 15
km andis bisectedby the Chatsworthtrend.
Northridgeaftershocksoccurredwithin the
Northridgehanging wall near the Chatsworthtrend;however,unlikethe situation
in 1971, few of the 1994 aftershockshad
strike-slipmechanismsand the few that did,
did not align. It thus appearsthat the 1994
mainshock broke across the Chatsworth
trendandproducedslipon both sidesof that
tearfaultwithoutreactivatingit. Mostof the
1971 aftershocksdefining the Chatsworth
trendwereshallow(<10 km), so this struc391

turemightexist only in the hangingwall of
the 1994 earthquake.
By fitting a decay rate equationto the
aftershockdata from the first 12 weeks,we
can estimatethe numberof aftershocksto
expect in the future(27). The Northridge
aftershocksequencehas an overallproductivitythat is greaterthanaveragebut is dying
off slightlymorequicklythan is averagefor
Califomiaaftershocksequences.The probabilityof an additionalaftershockaboveM 5
between1 August1994 and 31 July1995 is
45%.

show that the regionwas lifted up as much
as 70 cm and displaced horizontally as
much as 21 cm (Fig. 4). The earthquake
raised the Santa Susana Mountains and
the northern San Fernando Valley. Besides the groundmotion directly attributable to slip on the fault, seven stations to
the north and west of the ruptureshow
several centimeters of westward motion
that cannot be modeledby the mainshock
or the majoraftershocks.
Continuous high-precisionstrain measurementswere made in boreholesat distances of 74 and 196 km from the Northridge earthquake.The coseismic,peak dyEarthquake Effects
namicstrainsobservedin the boreholesdurCrustaldeformation.
Elasticstrainreleasedby ing the passageof the S wavesexceeded10
the Northridgeearthquakemeasurablyde- microstrain.Net offsetswere 21 nanostrain
formedthe crustover 5000 km2surrounding of extension and 5 nanostrainof compresthe epicenter.Observationsof the displace- sion,whichis consistentwith the momentof
ments of 60 surveystationsdeterminedby the earthquake.No systematicchange in
meansof GlobalPositioningSystem(GPS) strain above the backgroundnoise of 0.1
satellitesbefore and after the earthquake nanostrainoccurredduringthe hoursto mil-

lisecondsbeforethe event. Some minorrelaxation occurredin the few minutesafter
the main rupture.
Groundshaking.The Northridgeearthquake produced strong ground motions
acrossa largepartof the Los Angeles metropolitanarea(Fig.4). Morestrongmotion
recordswere obtainedwithin 25 km of the
sourcethan had been recordedever before
for a single event. Morethan 200 free-field
recordingswere made that showedaccelerations above 0.01g (28).
On average,the peakhorizontalaccelerationsrecordedin this earthquakewerelarger for its magnitudethan those recordedfor
other reverse-faulting
events (Fig.5). However, how the accelerationdiminisheswith
distance from the source in this type of
earthquakehad not been well established
becauseof the paucityof data availablebefore now, especially at very short distances.Althoughearlyreportssuggestedthat
high vertical accelerationsmay have con-
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Fig. 4. Digital shaded relief map of southern Califomia topography produced from USGS topographic data files showing data from the 1994 Northridge
earthquake, including zones of ground deformation (red dots), contours of uplift(blue lines) and honzontal displacements (blue arrows) inferredfrom a model
(white box) fit to the geodetically recorded deformations, most of the liquefactionsites (orange stars; some may not have been included in the early reporting),
and measurements of peak ground accelerations (red to pink triangles).
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tributed to the extensive damage caused by
the Northridge event (an idea adopted by
many who confused the vertical motion of
the fault block with vertical shaking at a
site), the ratio of peak vertical to peak horizontal acceleration in this earthquake is not
anomalous. The vertical and horizontal
ground accelerations and velocities were
large, but the average peak accelerations are
no more than one standard deviation above
the mean of the data from other earthquakes.
The high seismic moment release for a small
area of fault, and thus a short duration, could
have led to higher peak accelerations (29).
The systematic variation in overall acceleration between earthquakes has been recognized for some time (30).
The most important factor controlling
the amount of strong shaking in one event is
the distance of the site from the fault plane.
Sites closest to the Northridge earthquake
are those north of the epicenter, because the
plane is shallower to the north. Besides distance to the source, a number of other factors contributed to the variability of ground
motions that is apparent in Figs. 4 and 5.
Directivity (31) probably increased the
ground motions at sites to the north of the
epicenter as the rupture propagated toward
them. In the region 10 to 15 km northnortheast of the epicenter, where we would
expect the combined effects of radiation pattern (32) and directivity to be maximized for
this fault geometry, the recorded ground velocities are among the largest ever recorded.
The recorded peak horizontal ground velocity at a free-field site near the county hospital in Sylmar (15 km north-northeast of the
epicenter) was about 130 cm/s; the peak
velocity was over 170 cm/s at the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power Rinaldi
receiving station several kilometers south of
the hospital (33). The ground velocities in
this region are dominated by a single large-

amplitude pulse that is indicative of source
directivity. For many larger structures, peak
ground velocity is a better measure of damage potential than is peak ground acceleration.
As in other earthquakes, soft soils may
have produced larger ground motions locally
(34). Several of the larger peak accelerations
were located south of the epicenter, where
propagation and site effects were probably
more important than source radiation alone.
The short duration of the peak accelerations
at these sites leads to lower peak velocities
as compared with the northern sites. Farther south in the northern Los Angeles
basin, the generation of surface waves
along the edge of the basin (35) may have
played a role in the high accelerations and
extensive
damage caused- in Santa
Monica, Hollywood, and south-central
Los Angeles. When data on site conditions have been collected, this earthquake
will provide an opportunity to learn more
about the effect of site conditions on
ground motion.
Ground rupture.Surface deformation from
earthquakes can be produced by ground rupture on the causative fault (primary faulting), displacement on nearby faults (sympathetic faulting), bedding-plane slip and extension to accommodate coseismic folding,
and shaking-induced ground failures such as
liquefaction and landsliding. In contrast to
the 15 km of well-defined surface faulting in
the 1971 San Fernando earthquake (7), the
Northridge earthquake produced no clear
evidence of primary surface rupture. It did,
however, cause permanent ground deformation over a wide area. Along with obvious
liquefaction and slope-failure features, broad
zones of secondary surface ruptures were observed that are not readily attributable to
common modes of shaking-induced ground
failure and may in part be a response to

Fig. 5. The larger peak of the two
._
.________._._
horizontal components of acceleration in the Northridge earthquake
0
1
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o
the median and +1 cf curves given
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**
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tectonic deformation. These zones were concentrated near the epicenter, in Granada
Hills just east of the inferred rupture surface,
and along the north flank of the Santa Susana Mountains (Fig. 4).
Most of the surface displacements observed in natural ground in these areas are
extensional and cumulative displacements
across zones of fractures rarely exceed a few
tens of centimeters. Where these fractures
cross streets and sidewalks, they are refracted
into complex series of pavement cracks and
buckles, spalled and extended curbs, and
tented sidewalk slabs; many pavement cracks
resulted from decoupling of the pavement
from the ground below. Most of the surface
displacements appear to be shallow and display no afterslip. They have orientations and
displacements consistent with liquefactioninduced lateral spreading (36) and compaction of loosely consolidated sands within
artificial fill and buried stream deposits. For
these reasons, we attribute most of the deformation to ground failure from strong
shaking. However, some of the features are
associated with mapped faults and fold axes
and may involve bedrock; thus, some features may be a response to folding during
coseismic uplift of the mountains and the
northern San Fernando Valley above the
concealed causative fault.
Although displacements on the secondary ground ruptures are small, the linear extent of these zones is comparable to what
might be expected for a surface-faulting
earthquake of similar magnitude. They also
caused substantial damage in densely developed areas (37). The ability to recognize
zones of secondary ground deformation before the next large earthquake represents a
major but not insurmountable challenge.
One key may be that much deformation has
occurred repeatedly in the same areas (38),
and in many cases, these zones have subtle
topographic expression. Secondary fractures
are also commonly aligned along fault zones
or axial surfaces of folds and preferentially
occur in regions underlain by soft or steeply
dipping sediment.
Liquefaction.Liquefaction produced sand
blows and other evidence of permanent
ground deformation in Holocene alluvial deposits and filled land at several sites within
48 km of the epicenter (Fig. 4). This deformation damaged pipelines, water supply
channels, filtration facilities, parking lots,
residential and commercial buildings, storm
drains, and flood control debris basins. However, the Northridge earthquake caused
much less ground failure due to liquefaction
than many other earthquakes of its size. The
near-sufface deposits in the epicentral region
are mainly cohesive clay and clayey silt.
Such sediment is not generally susceptible to
liquefaction, which might explain the relatively sparse incidence of observed liquefac393

tion-relateddamagein this area.A clusterof
sites 10 to 15 km northeastof the epicenter
(Fig. 4) experiencedliquefactionboth in
1994 and in the 1971 San Fernandoearthquake,but displacementsat the groundsurface weresmallerin 1994. It is still unclear
whetherthe smallergrounddisplacements
resultedfromcompactionof soils causedby
shaking,a loweredground-watertable that
increasedthe resistanceto liquefaction,the
shorterdurationof shakingin 1994 as comparedwith 1971(39), or to engineeredcountenneasurestaken at some sites to mitigate
the liquefactionhazard.
Regionalliquefactionhazardmapsof the
LosAngelesregionarebasedon the assumption that highly liquefiable,loose, clay-free,
sandy,alluvialfan depositsor narrowchannel depositsof formerstreamscould experience liquefactionwhen persistentshallow
groundwateris present.However,in many
areas,includingthe westernSan Fernando
Valley,thesedepositsarenot mappablefrom
surfaceexposure.Thus, regionsof persistent
shallowgroundwater(<3 m) weremapped
to highlightareaswhereadditionalsite-specific studiesmightbe advisableto determine
if susceptibledepositswerepresent(40). Additional studies of the permanentground
deformationdescribedabove are needed to
determine if liquefaction-inducedground
failure, settlement, or seismicallyinduced
compactionof small bodies of dry, loose
sedimentcould explain its occurrence.For
muchof the epicentralarea,if ground-water
levels are maintainedat or below present
levels, the risk of liquefactionin buried
channeldepositsconfinedby nonsusceptible
sedimentfor a comparablysizedearthquake
is probablylow.

very strongshakingand were mostly unaffected, as was the new Los Angeles subway
system.
Many URMs crackedand partsof their
walls fell outward,but few life-threatening
collapsesoccurred.Manyof these buildings
are residentialbut not one life was lost,
althoughfew URMs exist in the immediate
epicentralregion.The San FemandoValley
had few buildingsin 1933 when damage
fromthe LongBeachearthquakeinspireda
change in the Califomiabuildingcode. An
URM retrofitprograminstitutedby the City
of Los Angeles in the early 1980s has
strengthened6000 buildingsand undoubtedlyhelpedto preventlossof life duringthe
Northridgeearthquake.Damageto URMs
occurredboth in LosAngeles,wheremostof
havebeenretrofitted,andin
thesestructures
adjacentcities withoutretrofitprograms,so
the benefitsof retrofitcan be studied.

Nonductilereinforcedconcretebuildings
built before the mid 1970s, when lessons
from the 1971 San Femando earthquake
were incorporatedinto the codes, behaved
poorly,with partialcollapsesof a multistory
medicalclinic (Fig. 6) and of a mall, both
high-occupancystructuresduring business
hours. In addition, a hotel, condominium
tower,hospital,and office buildingwereseverelydamaged.Modemreinforcedconcrete
structuresfaredfairlywell, with the exception of pre-cast concrete parkinggarages
(Fig. 6), six of which partiallycollapsed.
Inadequateconnectionsand poorlateraldeformationcapabilityof componentsintended to carryonly verticalloadmayhave contributedto these collapses.
Wood-framebuildings,bothold andnew,
showeddeficiencies.Inadequatebracingin
parkingareasin the groundstoryof multistory residentialstructurescausedcollapses

Damage to Structures
Structural damage from the Northridge
earthquakewas extensivebut not devastating. About 3000 buildingsweredeemedunsafe by buildinginspectors,which is only a
smallfractionof the buildingsin the region
of strong shaking,and many of those are
repairable.Substantialfailureswere seen in
unreinforcedmasonry buildings (URMs,
whichareprimarily
olderbrickbuildings),in
nonductile reinforcedconcrete (pre-1971
multistorycommercialbuildings), and in
wood-frame(primarilytwo- to four-story
apartments)and steel-frame(modernengineered buildings)buildings.Nonstructural
losses,includingdamageto the contents of
buildings,were major, probablyexceeding
the total cost of the structuraldamage.Substantialdamagealso occurredto bridges,a
majordam,electricpowerfacilities,and water and gaspipelines.Restorationof utilities
was rapidbecauseof the use of redundant
andbackupsystems.The high-risesin downtown LosAngeleswereoutsidethe regionof

Fig. 6. Illustrationsof structuraldamage from the Northridge earthquake. (A) This medical clinic in the
northem San Femando Valley is an older, nonductile concrete building. Its second story completely
collapsed as did both ends of the building in the stones above. (B) The collapse of this parking garage
probably originated in the interior,and the post-tensioning cables in the slabs pulled down surrounding
areas. (C) A close-up photo of part of a beam-to-column joint in a steel building that suffered a weld
fracture between the lower flange of the beam and the column. The bolts shown are replacements of
original ones that sheared off when the lower flange weld broke. (D) This failed column supported a
section of Interstate 10 and is another example of the poor behavior of nonductile concrete. The bridge
deck fell onto some masonry walls of a leased storage space. (Photos courtesy of MarvinHailing[(A)and
(D)]and John Hall[(B)and (C)])
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of the ground story at several apartment
complexes. Reliance on brittle materials
such as stucco for lateral strength proved
unwise as these materials broke down under
cyclic loading. The modem trend toward
fewer, heavier shear walls in wood-frame
construction created large overturning forces and caused base anchors to fail. However,
postearthquake reconnaissance of damaged
wooden buildings revealed that many were
not constructed according to approved
plans, which suggests that a lack of proper
inspection was a major reason for much
damage.
The most disturbing structural behavior,
with potentially great economic implications, was the brittle fracture of welded connections in steel-frame buildings, most often
the beam-to-column connections (Fig. 6)
that give a building its lateral earthquake
resistance. The steel used in buildings is
commonly believed to possess excellent ductility, but apparently the welding procedures
currently in use do not achieve this desired
behavior. Laboratory shaking tests sometimes show poor behavior but not to the
extent seen in this earthquake. Although the
problem seems serious, none of the 100 or so
buildings identified as having connection
fractures collapsed or even developed a serious lean. Some damaged buildings are yet to
be identified, because the cracks are hidden
behind fireproofing and architectural finishing materials. Many aspects of the problem,
including proper repair strategies, remain to
be resolved (41).
Damage to furnishings, ceilings, glass,
piping, and equipment was extensive. Although hospitals are designed for higher
seismic forces than are ordinary buildings,
several were forced to close temporarily
solely because of nonstructural damage.
This included the county hospital in Sylmar, an extremely strong post-1971 structure with steel shear walls, where a peak
horizontal acceleration of 2.3g was recorded
on the roof in response to 0.9g shaking at
the building's base. Schools suffered much
nonstructural damage, and falling lights
would have claimed lives had schools been
in session. Water damage from broken piping required massive cleanup efforts in
many buildings. Malfunctions of backup
power systems affected hospitals, telephone
service, and emergency response operations.
Two major base-isolated buildings were
shaken by moderate ground accelerations,
reaching 0.5g horizontal at one site, and
performed well without damage. In this design, buildings are supported on rubber
pads, which provide flexibility to isolate

Detailed studies of major earthquakes
through the earth sciences and engineering
provide us with the knowledge to mitigate

diction of the ground motions (given an
earthquake of some size at some distance,
how will the ground move under a building),
and building response (how do buildings behave when subjected to those ground motions). Some of the results from the
Northridge earthquake confirmed research
over the past decade by the National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program. Thrust
faults concealed below Los Angeles present a
threat to the region that approaches that
posed by the San Andreas fault. When
earthquakes occur directly beneath a city, it
will be subjected to ground motions with
peak accelerations approaching the force of
gravity, exceeding the amounts of shaking
anticipated by building codes in some respects. Some of the results, especially concerning the effects of earthquakes, reinforced
findings from previous earthquakes. Ground
failure induced by shaking can be as extensive as that caused by direct faulting, and the
system of concealed faults under Los Angeles
is more complex than previously thought,
dipping both to the north and south. The
severe damage done to two- to four-story
residential buildings built over parking garages has important implications for regional
housing needs because of the pervasive existence of such structures. Some results were a
surprise. The widespread fracturing of welds
in steel-frame buildings was unexpected because of the ductility of steel. Understanding
the cause and correcting the problem will be
essential for continued construction in
earthquake-prone regions.
Because no one fault dominates the Big
Bend Compressional Zone, hazard mitigation efforts that focus on avoiding one or a
few fault structures are not appropriate.
With scores of faults, each moving no more
frequently than once or twice a millennium,
the approach to mitigation must be regionally based. The most active fault need not,
and probably will not, be the fault that
ruptures in our lifetime. For instance, the
Northridge earthquake raised the northern
San Fernando Valley by several tens of
centimeters, yet other earthquakes must
raise the adjacent mountains at a greater
rate than the valley was raised by this earthquake for the valley to be a valley. Earthquake hazard mitigation in Los Angeles
must take all these faults into account.
Concealed faults beneath Los Angeles
have been recognized from detailed maps of
overlying geologic structures (42) and distributions of microseismicity (22). Geodetic
data have been used to infer rates of motion
that together with seismological or geological evidence of the location of the faults

against horizontal ground motions. A critical design objective is to avoid excessive
pad displacement, and this can be difficult
if the ground motion contains a strong
long-period component. Strong ground mo-

future earthquake hazards. These studies include characterization
of the earthquake
source (using geologic, geodetic, and seismologic data to estimate how large an earthquake can occur with what probability), pre-

can provide an estimate of the hazard from
the faults. Such studies have found several
probable concealed thrust systems in the
Los Angeles basin south of the San Fernando Valley. However, neither of the con-

tion records at the sites of the base-isolated
buildings showed only limited long-period
motions, so this successful experience does
not prove them fail-safe. Other sites with
much larger long-period ground motions,
especially the county hospital in Sylmar,
would have provided a more demanding
test of a base-isolated structure.
The Northridge earthquake struck during
California's ongoing seismic retrofit program
for bridges that began in earnest after the
1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. Altogether,
about 1600 state and county bridges were
subjected to shaking exceeding 0.25g. Freeway bridges in California are typically composed of reinforced concrete box girders supported on reinforced concrete columns. Seven such bridges collapsed. Five of these were
of pre-1971 nonductile design and had been
scheduled for retrofit, and the other two
date to the mid-1970s and were of better
design. One of the collapses was of a high
bridge; excessive sway pulled the expansion
joints apart, causing decks to fall. Inadequately reinforced columns (Fig. 6) caused
the other collapses; the columns of the two
more recent bridges were still substandard
even though these two bridges had not been
placed on the retrofit list. Several older
bridges that had had their columns retrofitted by steel jackets performed well but did
not experience the very strong shaking.
Of the more than 100 dams located within 80 km of the epicenter, only Pacoima
Dam, an 111-m-high arch dam (located 18
km from the epicenter but only 10 km from
the fault plane), suffered notable damage.
Recorded accelerations as high as 2g on the
canyon walls triggered numerous rock falls.
A 5-cm-wide crack opened at the left abutment of the dam because of movement of the
adjacent rock mass, and cracks in the upper
part of the dam were a testament to the
strong shaking. The water level during the
earthquake was low, and because Pacoima
Dam is operated for flood control, high water
is infrequent. After an embankment dam
liquefied and was nearly overtopped during
the 1971 San Fernando earthquake, the California dam regulatory agency has overseen
seismic improvements at 27 dams in the
region, including the installation of rock anchors on the left abutment of Pacoima Dam
that helped to limit the rock movement
there during the Northridge earthquake.
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cealed faults in the 1987 Whittier Narrows
or 1994 Northridge earthquakes was recognized before the events. Our inability to
recognize the causative structures before the
earthquake is a testament to the inadequacies of present geologic data and the nonuniqueness of structural models. An important question is whether more detailed
analyses of the San Fernando Valley before
the Northridge earthquake would have allowed us to recognize that concealed fault
as active before a major event. Analysis of
the secondary zones of deformation produced in the Northridge earthquake may
provide important constraints on models of
concealed thrust faults. Recognition and
analysis of such features in other regions
potentially could provide a method to assess
the activity and recurrence intervals of
earthquakes on concealed faults.
The full extent of the urban corridor from
San Bernardino through Los Angeles and
northwest to Santa Barbara is at risk from
both the thrust faults and the San Andreas
fault, and the two risks are comparable. The
earthquake history of the San Andreas fault
suggests that the part of the San Andreas
fault nearest to Los Angeles, the Mojave
segment, produces great earthquakes on average every 131 years (43). The individual
concealed and surficial thrust faults in the
Big Bend Compressional Zone move more
slowly, the necessary geological data are difficult to obtain in an urban setting, and the
faults' earthquake history is in most cases
unknown. However, geologic and geodetic
estimates of slip on all the faults in Los
Angeles suggest that earthquakes as large as
Northridge must occur on average every 40
years somewhere in the Los Angeles region
(14).
The rate of earthquakes recorded in Los
Angeles since 1800 cannot account for this
accumulation of slip. Three possible explanations for this discrepancy are: (i) that the
rate of the past 200 years is anomalously low,
and in the future, moderate earthquakes will
be more common, (ii) that Los Angeles is
accumulating slip to be released in an earthquake of M. 7.5 or larger, and (ifi) that
significant deformation is occurring aseismically (44, 45). The rate of M 2 5 earthquakes in southern California has doubled
since 1986, and the increase in Los Angeles
has been even greater (46). The origins of
this increase are unclear, so until we have
evidence that the rate has changed again,
the rate of the past decade- one M : 5
earthquake (excluding aftershocks) per year
in the Los Angeles area-should be considered the best estimate of the seismic hazard
in the next few years. At this higher rate, the
slip accumulated since 1800 will be relieved
within 2 to 3 decades.
Slip on the Northridge fault plane undoubtedly changed the static stresses on
396

nearby faults, including the San Andreas
fault. However, calculations suggest that if
the frictional strength of the San Andreas
fault is low (47), then stress changes on the
fault caused by Northridge are small. The
most the next large earthquake on the San
Andreas fault might be delayed or advanced
is 2 to 3 years, a calculation based on comparison of the magnitude of Northridge-induced stress changes with the normal tectonic loading rate for the San Andreas fault. If
the nucleation point of the next southern
San Andreas event is not in the region near
the Northridge earthquake, then the stress
change caused by Northridge is not likely to
have much effect at all on the timing of that
event, although post-Northridge aseismic afterslip or relaxation in the region might considerably alter the stress distribution over
time.
The damage to modem buildings in the
Northridge earthquake will trigger an investigation into the adequacy of the current
building code in California (the Uniform
Building Code). The code is based on an
earthquake thought to be the largest one
with a reasonable chance of occurring. The
ground motion in the Northridge earthquake
exceeded the design code, especially at higher frequencies. Such ground motions should
be regarded as the norm near a large thrust
earthquake. Moreover, this event highlighted some of the poorly understood aspects of
the earthquake proc-ess, such as how an
earthquake starts, how it stops, what controls
the dynamic and static stress drops of an
earthquake, and the effect of these variables
on ground motions. Furthermore, because
earthquakes larger-than Northridge will occur, other deficiencies in the code may exist,
such as insufficient consideration of longperiod ground motion, near-fault ground
motions, and duration effects. A lack of
knowledge about some aspects of the behavior of structures also leads to inadequacies in the code; the fracture of steel welds
is one example. However, conclusions
about the code made from damage at
Northridge must wait until the degree to
which the code was enforced in the damaged buildings can be determined.
Because the goal of a building code is to
protect life by preventing collapse, damage,
sometimes unrepairable, is to be expected
from strong shaking even in new structures.
However, the present rate of Califomian
seismicity suggests that earthquakes similar
to Northridge, with ground motions at the
extreme of the present code, will occur
several times in a structure's lifetime.
Therefore, the focus of current design practice, which is solely on avoiding collapse,
should be reconsidered. Engineers need to
devise methods for limiting damage that
can be offered as design options. Encouraging simple cost-effective mitigation meaSCIENCE * VOL. 266
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sures among the public, such as securing
computers, water pipes, ceiling tiles, and
bookcases, could save billions of dollars in
future earthquakes. Nontraditional design
technologies such as base isolation show
promise in reducing property losses and
maintaining functionality after an event,
and their development should continue.
The widespread ground failure caused by
the Northridge earthquake was similar to
the ground failures caused by the 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake, although in neither case
did failure show any direct connection to
the causative fault. These types of deformation are, in part, related to near-surface geologic conditions that can be identified and
mapped for all urban areas of California.
Such hazard identifications should become
part of future land-use planning practices.
Almost 100 faults in the Los Angeles
metropolitan area have been identified as
capable of damaging, M 2 6 earthquakes
(48), and more are probably still unmapped,
but only a few of these (and we do not know
which) will produce events in our lifetimes.
Mitigation strategies for this heavily populated metropolitan area should focus on recognizing that large earthquakes in the urban
areas are not rare events, on predicting the
effects of these earthquakes, and on designing buildings and response strategies that
adequately account for these effects.
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